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A Pyram id Scheme for Spherical Wavelets 
1 Introduction 
In the last years there is a growing interest in wavelet methods on spherical 
surfaces. A number of pa,pers from different groups have contributed, cf., e.g., 
[2], [l], [5], [ci], [8], [9], [ll], [12], [14], [lo;], [lli]. The basic “philosophy” of OUI 
methods is the use of trial functions, which are axisymmetric, i.e., each of the 
trial functions depend only on the spherical distance to a certain nodal point on 
the sphere. This concept, of course, ha,s close connection to the theory of radial 
basis functions in Euclidea,n spa.ces, for which we call the trial functions spher- 
icnl radial bus+ functions (for a recent survey, see [7]). The main reasons for 
concentrating on this type of trial functions are: (i) they a.re simply structured 
(just given as a one-dimensional function); (ii) they are an appropriate tool 
for scattered da.ta, situations, which is often the case in real applications, e.g., 
in the geosciences, where the type and the position of mca,surements cannot 
be chosen freely; (iii) they are well-suited for the solution of boundary-value 
problems corresponding to spherical bounda.ries, since in many cases they caa 
be easily extended to a solution of a differentiad equation inside or outside the 
sphere. 
In the mean time, a series of pa,pers have appeared, where the concept of 
spherica, radial basis functions and wavelets have been brought together, cf. 
[5], [6], [5], [9]> [IT]. I n tl iis a.pproa,ch the wavelets are generated from a mother 
wavelet (which is a spherical radial basis function) by “moving” the function 
around the sphere (i.e., the corresponding nodal point is rotated according to 
SO(S)) and by a dilation operation. For the dilation there are two different ap- 
proaches: in the continuous spherical wa,velet theory (cf. [8], [9], [17]) one starts 
with a special kernel which defines a, spherical singular integral and uses the 
free parameter of the kernel as a scale parameter. The scale discrete spherical 
wavelet theory (see [6]) starts from a definition of dilation which is independent 
of a special choice of a kernel, a.nd can be applied to a large class of kernels. 
This definition is based on the existence of a geraeratorof a spherical radial basis 
function, i.e., a function yu : [O, 03) 4 lR which is sampled at the integral points 
to define via the Legendre transform a spherical ra,dial basis function. By the 
usual dilation applied to yn, i.e., y,?(z) = yn(2-j,), one obtains new generators 
yj which then generate new kernels representing different frequency bands. 
An important feature of this way is, that if the mother wavelet is appropri- 
ately chosen, the resulting scale and d&ail spaces have finite dimensions. This 
is the rea.son, why it is possible to find exa,ct, reconstruction formulas ba,sed on 
only finitely many wavelet coeflicients at each scale. Therefore, it is, of course, 
enough to determine the wa.velet transform a.t only these finitely many points at 
ea,ch level. This is the starting point of this publica,tion: what is d.eveloped here 
is a pyramid scheme for the ca,lculatiolr of the wa.velet transform. It turns out, 
that, once an init,ial approsimat ion of a, given function is found (which is in case 
of a band-limited function very ea,sy) the calculation of the wavelet coefficients 
can be done recursively from level to level. The major tools for this schetne 
are integra,tion formulas on the sphere that are exact up t,o a given polynomial 
degree, a,nd convolutiolrs with spherical ra,dial basis functions. 
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Chapter 2 some preliminaries 
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where 
n = O,l,..” For tnore details about the theory of spherical harmonics the 
reader is referred, for example, to [lo]. 
2.2 Integration Formulas on the Sphere 
In this chapter we study integration formulas for the approximate integration 
of functions F E C(0). Of particular interest are those integra.tion formulas 
which are exact for all F E Harmo,...,h. where b E iTo is given. 
Definition 2.1 A system {(,?;;tu;)};=1.....~ c C2 x IR with ynirwisely distinct 
~1; E 0 and weights w; E Ii% (we assume ,111; # 0 for all 1: = 1,. . . , N) defines un 
integration formula for the npprozimation of JJ, F(q~)dw(q)~ F E C(n), by 
We call the formula, exact of order b, if Jn F( v)dw(rl) = CEI’wiF( vi) is valid 
for all F E Hn,rnq,,,h, 
Obviously, the system ((?I;, ~u:;)}~=~,,,.,,v defines an exact integration formula 
of order b if and only if C>L, IU; = 4~ and 
5 ~w;Y~,~,,(~~) = 0 for all IX = I, . . ., 6. nz = 1, . . ., 2n f 1. 
1=1 
Definition 2.2 Lef _Ti!v = {ql,. . . , 7~7) c St be a system of @-wisely distinct 
points. We cull IAN u fundnmental system for Har-qq....b, if the ma&ix 
is regular (that implies N = (b f 1)2). X4iv is called admissible in Hurm5.,.>b, if 
it contnin,,? n subset which forms u fundamental system for ~~armo7.,.,,. 
It is not difficult to prove 
Lemma 2.3 Let -‘i,v = {ql, . . . , rl~} c 12 be u system of pairwisely distinct 
points. Then the following th.ree conditio,,.s ure equivalent: 
(iii) For nil F E satisfying F( 11; ) = 0, f0110w.s F = 0, 
‘1.. . ., llNt 
A’ in terms of spherica, harmonics yields via. the addition theorem and the 
E’unkHecke formula, 
The mapping li c- (I<“‘( ?~)},,=e,r,,.. is called the Legc4rc transform of li. 
Of particular importance for this pa,per are hand-limited kernels, i.e., radial 
basis functions I< where only finitely many K”(?L) are different from zero. 
Theorem 2.5 Lef 
6 2n+ 1 
li=C----- It=O 4n Inn% 
be n spherical rdiul basis junctions with K”(n) # 0 for n = 0,. . . , b rind 
I<^( n) = 0 for n > b. ,ds.srlme fwrthcr that the system XN = { ?]I, . . . , ,q,y~} C R 
is admissible in Harmo,.,,.h, Then, 
Proof. The inclusion “c" is clear. In order to prove the inclusion in the oppo- 
site direction assume without loss of generality that the subset (~1,. . . , q(b+,)z} 
forms a fundamenta,l system in Harmo,,,.,,. We shall show tha,t the functions 
1i( 714 ), . . . . li( qb+r)2~ ) a,re linearly independent. Suppose therefore that 
C,‘::“” u;li(rli~ ) = 0, By multiplying this equation with Y&,, a,nd integrating 
over s1 we obtain 
t 
rb.l(vl) *. . 
; ..* y”\-) ) (zi f). 
&,zb+l(%) . . * 1%,2b+1(77N) 
But since the a,bove nmtrix is regular, it follows that u,r = . . . = iZN = 0, as 
required. q 
For la.ter use we introduce an a.bbrrviation for a, particular band-limited 
kernel? namely the ,Yhnnnon kernel SEIb for a, given b g&No: 
This kernel is the reprocluci?zy kernel of the space Harmo,.,.,b, 
SH,,( ‘1. ) E TIa~rm~ ,,,,, fl for all 71 E Q. 
(I+‘. SIIh( 71’ ))La(il) for a,11 1;’ E IIarmc..,,.b, rj F( rj) = 
since 
(2.2) 

(ii) lf y. has a compact support. (,“.;i’) is fulfilled azrtomntically. 
Based on these preliminaries it is not hard to prove (cf. [IS]) that if yo : [0, 00) 2 
IR is an admissible genera,tor, then ro defined by (2.4) is an element of C2[-1, I], 
hence, I’o( 7~) is aa element of L2( 0) for every 71 E 0. 
For a function yo satisfying the admissibility condition we introduce func- 
tions y.; : [0, 30) - lR in the following way 
yj(2) = Djyo( 2) = yo(2-.6+ :c E [O, co), (2.6) 
for j = 0.1,. . . . Then we have t,hat a.lso y: satisfies (2.3) if yo does. Therefore, 
yj = Df/j-,, j = 1,2,. . .) (2.7) 
provided tha,t yo sa,tisfes the a,dmissibility condition (2.3). This gives rise to 
Definition 2.8 Suppose that y0 : [O. CC] - I% satisfies (8.S). 
/ilTlCtiOYlS Tj E C”[-1% I], i = 0, 1,. . ., fTJ%?IUl by 
we let 
I’,j = Dir’,-, = ll,lTcj, ,j = 1,2,. . . . 
Dj is called dilation operator of j-th level. 
As an immediate consequence we obtain 
For the generuted 
Corollary 2.9 If r 0 is geuerated by art. admissible generator yo. then, r; = 
Djro c C2[-1, 11 for ill j E No. 
3 Scale Discrete Wavelets on the Sphere 
In order to keep this paper self-contained, we give a. short overview on scale 
discrete spherical wavelets. For a more detailed discussion, see [(il. 
3.1 Scaling Function 
In wha.t follows. WC concentrate on those a,dmissible generators which genera,te 
sca,ling functions. 
Definition 3.1 Let 90 : [0, KJ) 2 IR satisfy the admis.sibilit?y condition (2.3,). 
90 is tolled gen,erator of a scaling fumtion if it satisfies the following properties: 
(ii) ~0 is nzor~otor~ously decreasing, 
(iii) cjo is continuous at 0. 

3.2 Scale Discrete Wavelet Transfornl 
The definition of the scale discrete scaling function now a.llows us to introduce 
scale discrete wa.velets on t,he sphere. We represent a,n L’(O)-function F by a 
two-parameter family (.j; q),j E MO, 11 E 0, breaking up the function F into 
“pieces” a.t different locations and different levels of resolution. An essential 
point is the definition of a mother wa,velet a.nd its dual wa,velet sta.rting from 
their genera.tors. This definition, of course, has to be done in close relation 
to a given scaling function. The mother wa,velet is then rotated and dilated 
to establish the discrete version of the wavelet transform of a function. As a 
matter of fact, we are able to prove a. reconstruction formula,. 
Definition 3.4 Let 90 be the generator of a scaling function (as de.fined by 
Definition 3.1). Then the piecewise continuous functions &, i’o : [0, !CXYI) + IlS 
are said to be generators of the mother wavelet Q” E C”[-1,1] and the dual 
mother wavelet $0 E C”[-l? 11, respectively, if both of them are admissible 
generators and satisfy, in a,ddition, the “refinement equation” 
&(,r)lbo(x) = (po(~t:/2))2 - (~“(R:)y, :c E [O,m). 
The fk-ztions V!o E C’[-1, 11, @, E C’[-I, 11, defined via the Legendre coefi- 
cients S,^( n), !$,^( n), given by 
q;(n) = l/y)(n), n = O,l,. . .) 
are called the moth,er wavelet cuxd the dual mother wavelet, respectively. 
Let us mrtke a couple of simple observatious concerning this definition. 
Lemma?.5 The generators ,&. I&, : [0, CCI) - iR and their dilates ‘Gitj = Do&, 
,Jlj = Dj$o satisfy the following properties: 
Ci) Ilj(OMj(O) = 0, .i E NO) 
(iii) (yO(2))2 t ,/co $,j(X)$,j(X) = (FJ+l(2))2, .J E No, 5 E [O,TO). 
It is natural - a,s it was done for the scaling function - to apply the 
opera,tors D,j directly to the tnot,her wa.vel& a,nd its dua,l. In connection with 
the rot,a.tion opera.tor R,, this will lead us to the definition of the wa,velet q,l;ll 
and its dual wavelet @,l:,. More esplicitly, we have 
9,j = D,j’I!o, G,j = D,jGo, J’ E No, (3.4) 

The fomula.s (i3.9). therefore. give wa,velet decompositions like (3.8) an interpre- 
tation in terms of Fourier xralysis by explaining how the frequency spectrum 
of a. function F E: F/:1 is divided up between the space vi-t and IVi-1, which 
enhances our understanding of what is meant by “smoothing” and “detail”. 
Our definition of the discrete wavelet transform developed above enables us 
to prove a reconstruction formula. In other words, it is possible to reconstruct 
a function F E C”( 12) from its wa.velet transform WT( F): 
Theorem 3.7 (Reconstruction Formula) Let 90 req. @o be the mother wnvelet 
rasp. the dual mother zmvelet with respect to CI. scale discrete scaling fwnction 
‘PC). Then, for F E ,L2(n), 
wh.ere the eqzrnlit:y is umlerstood in the G”( cR)-sense. 
IJp to now, the definition of the mother wa.velet !Pe and its dual @u .are quite 
general. The only condition which has to be sa.tisfied (besides the admissibility) 
is the “refinement equation” 
&(.c)&J(.It) = (p1(# - (p&x))“, .x E [O,m), (3.10) 
where 90 is the generator of a, scale discrete sca,ling function. 
Two choices for ‘$10 a,nd ‘$0 are immediately a,t hand. The P-scale discrete 
umvelets are defined by 
4’-‘o(n:) = &(,e) = [p&c)]” - [@(X)]2, I E [o, co), 
where the M-scale discrpte vmvelets can be obtainer1 from 
It both cases it is not difficult to prove that the aadmissibility condition is sat- 
isfied by the generators. 
3.3 Exalnples 
Resides the conditions of Defiuition 3.1 there are no restrictions on the generator 
90, so that many choices are at our disposal. We first mention some possibilities 
of globally supported generators 90: 
(i) +50(x) = (1 + .c)-“, .‘i’ > I. 
(ii) 90(x) = (1 + x2)-“. .s > l/2 
(iii) pf~(n:) = e-r”, r > 0 
(iv) i;lo(:r) = c- rr(r+l)- I. > 0 
_.___ .__l.“..- .._. “.“. 
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Figure 3.2: Scaling functions Qj(cos ti) (left) and P-wa.velets @j(cos 19) (right) 
for the generator (vi) with 11 = 0.5. 
t 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
Figure 3.3: Scaling functions cP,j( cos ti) (left) and Pwavelets 9j( cos 11) (right) 
for the generator (vii). 
wavelet transform WT(F)(j; 71) at all rotates q E R. It suffices to know the 
wavelet transform only at a finite set of rotates for each scale j. As a ma.tter of 
fact? the reconstruction can be formulated in terms of simply structured sum 
representations. More explicitly, the reconstructed function can be expressed in 
each scale as a linear combination of finitely many dual wavelets G,~(Y$. ), qi E 
R. 
Since we do not want to hide the substantial ideas behind a technical over- 
head, we make the following a,ssumptions: 
(i) The generator 90 of the scaling function satisfies supppn = [O, I] aad 
90(l) = 0. 
(ii) The generators $0, &J of the mother wa,velet and the dual mother wavelet, 
respectively, satisfy supp$e, supp,& c [O, 21 and @e(2) = &( 2) = 0. 
Remark 3.8 Note that all the presented generators of the band-limited .scaling 
functions satisfy assumption (i). If $0 and ‘$0 are constructed to generate the 
P- or M-wavelets, respectively, then requirement (ii) is also fulfilled. 

4 Pyramid Scheme 
Now we are able to describe the main results of this paper. 
4.1 Introduction 
We first summarize our assutnptiolls made for the generators 90, $I~, & and 
the systems /U,: 
(i) supppo = [0, 11, a,nd ~~(1) = 0. 
(ii) supp+o = supp& = [0,2], and $0(2) = @o(2) = 0. 
(iii) Xj = {(77?, ,uI!)};=I. ,.*., N., , j = 0, 1, . . ., is a. sequence of systems such that 
the integration formula defined by -X,j is exact of order 2J+2 - 2. (It follows 
then from Theorem 2.4 that {~~}~~~,..,,~, is admissible in Harm0,..,,2J+1-1 .) 
What we are going t.o show in this chapter is the following. Starting from a 
,I E N, there exist vectors uJ E IwN~, j = J, J - I,. . . , 0 (of course dependent, on 
a given function 17 E C2(s2)), such that 
(i) WT(F)(j; ) = ~~InJ’9,~( ,I!. ). j = J, J - 1,. . . -0. 
(ii) The vector aJ is obtainable from c~J+l. 
(iii) The vectors aJ sa.tisfy in a.ddition 
Hence, we end up with the following pyramid scheme for the decomposition of 
a,n C” ( R)-signal F: 
F * uJ ------+.J-1 _____c . . . - cl0 
I I  I  
WT(F)(J: )wr( F)(J - 1; ) T(F) J:wr()(J  ;  W’UF)(O: 1 ’UF)(O:  
The reconstruction from the wa.vel& coefficients WT( F)(,j; 71) can then be . $) 
performed as described before: 
That mea,ns that the reconstrllction of the signal F can be writtrn as 
a>11 tl 
special choice of 90, $0 or $u. This means that with the second variant one caa 
reconstruct the signal with respect to different wavelets just by the knowledge 
of the vectors ~3. 
4.2 The Evaluation of the First Step 
The pyramid scheme starts from the vector aJ. where the a{ halve to satisfy 
the equation 
!DJ+1 * F = ~a$DJ+l(l)J. ). (4.2) 
i=l 
Theorem 4.1 Let F E C”(R). ad .I E NC,. Then there mists n vector aJ E 
Proof. From our assumptions we know that @f+, (r~) # 0 for r~ = 0,. . . , ZJ+” - 1 
and G;+r( 7~) = 0 for n. > 2’+‘. - Thus, the assertion follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.5, since @~+r * F E IIarm u ,,_, 2.~+l -r a.nd { q/};=r ,..., N,~ is admissible 
in Ha,rm 0,....2J+l -1 * cl 
Ned; we turn to the question, how the nf can be determined. We present 
two ways: 
Tf F is band-~limitcd such that 
F*(n, 712) = 0 for a.11 II 2 Y+l, 7n = 1,. . . ,2n + 1, (4.3) 
then it is easy to find a possible choice of nf, since we have @~+r( a[), F E 
Harm o ,,,,, 2.~+1--1, so tha.t by Theorem 2.4 
@J+l *F = 
i 
NJ 
.n 
~h)@J,l(~~ PM’?) = ~~qm?J)@J+oI~* 1. 
i=l 
In other words, we have 
nJ = ,rufF( I$) for r = I,. . . , NJ. (4.4) 
If F does not satisfy condition (4.3), then the numbers nf can still be 
obtained since (4.2) is sa,tisfied if and only if 
Hence, all possible choices of n{ are the solutions of the linear system 

as required. 
4.3 The Pyramid Step 
Starting from CL~ E lRNJ with 
we shall show now, how nJ-l E RNJ-l can be constructed so that 
NJ-1 
@J * F = c CL”-‘@J( ‘];-l’ ). (4.7) 
i=l 
Since @J t F E &rIllo,,,,,2J-1 and {$-I,. . ., v&J’,} C fl is admissible in 
the eXiStellCe Of CL/-' is clear. Furthermore, we know from The- 
(4.8) 
where the Shannon, kernel SH,J-, is defined by (cf. (2.2)) 
SH,?.,~, = x - 
2J-1 212 + 1 p 
II =o 
.lT 7z’ 
If the integration weights ,wJ, wJbl are all positive, then the solution (4.9) is 
characterised to minimix the discrete norm 
Proof. On R”,r a,nd Et” - J 1, rcspectivPly, WC int-V~dIicr 
which shows, that there is no dependence on the scaling function anymore. If 
we introduce (we may without ioss of generality assume that all the weights are 
different from zero) 
,J-I 1 
z = -.-+f-’ &l 2 ’ 
&.! = -La.? 
1 
L WiJ 2 ’ 
we end up with the ecluations 
(ii.‘-1, xJ-h,yNJ-l = (&.‘, &,w~)~ 
J) (4.13) 
for n = 0,. ..,2J- 1, m= l)... ,272 + 1. A solution of (4.13) is given by 
2J-1217+1 
nJ-’ - _ C C (fi,J, n:J,ll,l’l)N,n:J-l,n,m, Jn:J-l,n, , 
n=o m=l 
sincefornf=O ,..., 2”--l,nxf=l,..., 2n/+.litholds 
25-l 2n+1 
(ii.‘%: J-Lwn’):“,,-, = C C (hJ, <rJ>n>~~ )NJ(xJ-~>wy &w.~‘~~,~~, m 
n=O nz=l 
= (iiJ ( 0: J.nf,mf jN,, . 
Therefore we obtain after simple manipulations 
u-i-’ h 
,.I-1 
Ult 
J-l = w;; 
which proves the first part of the theorem. 
If all the weights lo/-t and ~1: are positive. then the bilinear forms (4.11) 
are in fact positive definit.e and the :z.i’n,m, j = d - 1, J, form orthonorma,l bases 
of the subspaces (-l.l2), so tha.t we know from standard arguments in linear 
algebra,, that c~~-r minirnizes the norm (4.10). 0 
This theorem shows, how CL~-’ can be comput,ed from uJ, so that (4.7) is 
fulfilled. An applic;ltion of Theorem 4.2 again gives us 
WT(F)(.I - 1: ) = c c~;I-t@~-r($~. ). 
i=l 
Of course, this scheme (Theorem ~1.3 and Theorem 4.2) can be applied recur- 
sively to get all the ctJ,. . . + CL’ a,nd hence WT( F’)(J; ), . . . , WT(F)(O; 
22 
Reconstruction with the CL!: 
for j = 0 to .I do 
) 
enddo 
Or, alternatively, 
Reconstruction with WT(F)(j; qi): 
5 Numercal Example and Conclusions 
As a, numerical example we present the wavelet decomposition and reconstruc- 
tion of the gravitational potential of the earth. Our calculations are based on 
the OSU-model (cf. [13]) which gives a series expansion of the earth’s gravi- 
tational potential in terms of spherical harmonics. We have used the data up 
to a polynomial degree of 180. The systems /Yj are chosen as described in [3]. 
The applied P-wavelets are based on the generator 90(x) = (1 - x2)(1 - 2x) 
(example (vii) of Section 3.3). The pictures below show the reconstruction of 
the signal F for the levels 7, rj, and 3. The degrees of longitude range from 170” 
west up to 190” east, 
Figure 5.1: RT(F). 
Let us finally make some concluding remarks. 
o First of ad1 it is obvious that all what, wa,s done before can also be done 
in the higher dimensional case. 
e For the question what type of wa,velet one should use, a first answer is, 
that the oscillations of the Sha.nnon and the de la, Valle Poussin wavelet 
ca,use oscilla,tions in the reconstructions R+(F). If the wavelets are built 
. 
., 
1~~ Xi = 27r(k - l)/L,i, and Lj is a power of 2. We suppose further that the 
corresponding integra.tion weights wd k depend only on the co-latitude, i.e. 
,wi. The uvra,mid steu can then be written as 
where I = I,... , ?j, /C = I,. . . , Lj. If we introduce the vectors 
ai = (ai,,.. .d&, ), 3 3 
sjtl+j 
a,21 = (SH ,,A 
it is obvious tha.t the pyramid step ca.n be written a.s 
where + means the cyclic discrete convolution and i = 1,. . . , Tj. Thus 
applying a. FFT method for the discrete convolution the numerical effort 
can be reduced. 
In [3] there is described a pointsystem with corresponding integration 
weights with an equiangular distribution of the ti;. IJsing a GauB quadra- 
ture rule in north-south direction, the numbers 5’1i can be reduced, cf., 
e.g., [15]. 
A complete different idea, for making the pyramid step more efficient is the 
use of a panel-clustering method. One takes advantage of the localizing 
structure of the kernel SHzj+l -1. The kernel is splitted into a near field 
and a far field component. The far field component is then approximated 
by Legendre polynomials up to a given low degree. For the evaluation 
one uses for points near a,t the evaluation position the exact near field of 
the corresponding kernel. For the remaining points, the approxima,ted far 
fields are glued together, wha,t is via the aaddition theorem no problem. A 
numerica, realization of this idea is under development. 
o Two possible applications of the described wavelet decompostion and re- 
construction should be mentioned: we are interested in data, compression, 
particularly for representations of the gravitational field of the earth. An- 
other application is, that for the evaluation of the signal at a certa.in point, 
only those wa,velet coefficients tha,t are near to the point under consider- 
ation have to be taken into account, which gives the possibility for the 
combina,tion of global a,nd local models of the earth’s e;ravitational field. 
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